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A realistic axiomatic formulation of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics for a 
single microsystem with spin is presented, from which the most important 
theorems of the theory can be deduced. In comparison with previous formula- 
tions, the formal aspect has been improved by the use of certain mathematical 
theories, such as the theory of rigged spaces, and group theory. The standard 
formalism is naturally obtained from the latter, starting from a central primitive 
concept: the Galilei group. 

INTRODUCTION 

Every physical theory is a hypothetical-deductive system. This system 
can be presented in several different ways. In our opinion, the axiomatic 
approach has plenty of advantages when compared with others. First, in an 
axiomatization, all the presuppositions of the theory are made explicit. This 
is very important to clarify the foundations of the theory. Second, there is 
no place for doubts about the arguments of the functions that appear in the 
statements, In this way, possible erroneous identification of the physical 
references can be avoided. Third, the meanings are assigned by semantical 
axioms, and not by context. This excludes the frequent mistakes originating 
in an abuse of analogy. Finally, the axiomatic formulation paves the way 
to the deduction of new theorems and the elimination of pseudotheorems, 
because it clarifies the structure of the theory. 

The proliferation of interpretations in the case of quantum mechanics 
(QM) is partially due to semantical confusions arising from the nonexplicit 
nature of the presuppositions. The standard axiomatization of QM (Von 
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Neumann, 1955) has semantical contradictions, because it contains 
predicates that are not related to the primitives that constitute the basis of 
the theory (Bunge, 1967a; 1973). Bunge has carried out a realistic 
axiomatization of QM, from which it is possible to deduce the standard 
theorems of the nonrelativistic theory (Bunge, 1967a, b). The present work 
is a reformulation of that axiomatization which includes several 
improvements. More specifically: 

1. Our axiomatization has been formulated in an abstract way, in the 
sense that it does not depend on any particular representation, and 
presents the Schr6dinger equation, the Heisenberg equation, and the 
Hamiltonian of a free microsystem as theorems. 

2. The use of group theory enhances the role played by symmetries 
in QM. 

3. The mass and the charge have been eliminated from the generating 
basis (which has in consequence been reduced). Both properties are intro- 
duced by means of operators. 

4. The spin is brought out directly from the rotational symmetry of 
the system. 

5. The theory of generalized functions developed by Gel'land and 
Shilov enables us to treat all the operators on an equal footing by the use 
of the rigged Hilbert space. 

6. Bargmann's superselection rules are presented as theorems. 

In spite of the formal changes, the reference class of the theory remains 
the same. This implies that the interpretation of our formulation is realistic 
and literal. 

In the first section of this work, we describe some tools to be used in 
the axiomatization. In the second section we give our axiomatic formula- 
tion: background, definitions, axioms, and theorems. In the third section, 
we briefly discuss some semantical aspects, and finally, in the last section, 
the conclusions. 

1. TOOLS 

We give next some mathematical and physical concepts that will be 
used in the axiomatic core of the theory. 

1.1. The Galilei Group 

The proper Galilei group (Bargmann, 1954; L6vy-Leblond, 1963) con- 
tains the temporal and spatial translations, the pure Galilei transforma- 
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tions, and the spatial rotations. A general element of the group has the 
form 

g = ('~, a, v, R) 

where z is a real number, a and v are arbitrary vectors, and R is an 
orthogonal transformation. If x is a position vector and t is the time, a 
transformation belonging to the Galilei group is 

x ' = R x + v t + a  

t ' = t + z  

The multiplication law is given by 

g~ g2= (rl ,  al ,  vl, Rl)(r2, a2, v2, R2) 

= ('t'l +~'2, aT + Rla2  -t"'C2Vl, Vl + RlV2, RIR2)  

The unit element of the group is 

e =  (0, 0, 0, l )  

and the inverse element of g is 

g l = ( - r , - R - l ( a - r v ) , - R - l v ,  R -~) 

In6nu and Wigner (1952) have shown that the basis functions of the 
representations of the Galilei group cannot be interpreted as wave func- 
tions of physical microsystems, because it is impossible to construct well- 
localized states or states with a definite velocity with them. Moreover, 
Hamermesh (1960) pointed out that the position operator can only be con- 
structed in the case of nontrivial ray representations. 

Bargmann (1954) has shown that the physical representations of the 
Galilei group are obtained from the unitary ray representations of the 
universal covering group of the Galilei group. The exponents of these 
physical representations have the form 

, g2 )  = g { a l " R j v z - v l " R l a 2 + z ' 2 v j ' R l v 2 }  

where ~1 = {r 1, al ,  vl, R1) and g2 = (r2, a2, u R2) are elements of the 
universal covering group. To these elements correspond the unitary 
operators U(gl) and 0(~2) such that 
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It is possible to construct a local group G in the form 

= (0, G) 

where 0 e N and G is the universal covering group of the Galilei group G. 
We say that G is a nontrivial central extension of the universal covering 
group G of the Galilei group G by a one-dimensional Abelian group. 

The structure of G is locally determined by the structure of its Lie 
algebra. The commutation relations among the elements of the basis of the 
algebra can be calculated from the composition laws of G. For  the gener- 
ators of spatial translations (Pi), 4 and the generators of pure Galilei trans- 
formations (/~i), the commutator is identically zero; if we compute this 
commutator for the elements of the physical representation (L6vy-Leblond, 
1963) we get [/~i, Pj] = 2hr U. We carry out the central extension of G by 
imposing this last relation in such a way that 37I is the element of the Lie 
algebra of the one-parameter subgroup used in the extension. This exten- 
sion is central because ~/  commutes with all the other elements of the 
algebra, and it is nontrivial because 37/appears on the right side of some 
commutation relations. The physical representations are then the represen- 
tation of the algebra of the central extension of G. 

In our axiomatic formulation, the commutation relations of the 
algebra of G are explicitly postulated, and the generator of the algebra of 
the one-parameter subgroup is identified with the mass operator 37/. 

Let us turn now to the rigged Hilbert spaces and Gel'fand's theorem. 

1.2. Rigged Hilbert Spaces 

As is well known, not all the physically important operators appearing 
in Q M  have eigenfunctions with finite norm. That is the case of the posi- 
tion operator X and the linear momentum operator P. In a consistent 
axiomatic frame, all the eigenfunctions of operators associated to physical 
properties should belong to a common space. The Hilbert space ~ con- 
tains only normed vectors. It is then necessary to introduce an extension: 
the rigged Hilbert space ~ .  This is not really a space, but a 3-ple, given 
by 

where S P is a nuclear countable Hilbert space (Gel'land and Shilov, 1967) 
(i.e., a space of well-behaved functions), 3r ~ is the ordinary Hilbert space, 

4Latin indices can take the values 1, 2, 3. 
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and 5 f '  is a space isomorphic to the dual of Y (the distribution, such as 
Dirac's delta, are in 5r'). These three spaces satisfy 

Y c d f c  J '  

The following theorem, due to Gel'fand (Gel'fand and Shilov, 1967), 
which we reproduce without proof, states the necessary conditions to 
operate on 5 e' in the usual way: 

Let ~ e =  (5  ~, .Yg, 5 P ' )  be a rigged Hilbert space. If the symmetric 
linear operator A acting on the space 5 p admits a self-adjoint extension ,~ 
on ~'~, then A admits a complete system of eigendistributions {er} in 5 ~' 
with real eigenvalues. 

We now define the action of the operators 2 and /3 on 5 P (in the 
corresponding representation) in the following way: 

2 r(x) = x r(x) 

Per(p) = Per(P) 

where {r is a complete set. s The extension of the operators (required by 
the theorem) can be achieved following Gel'land and Shilov (1967). 

Ge!'fand's theorem then legalizes the use of eigenfunctions of infinite 
norm within the formal structure of the theory. 

2. AXIOMATICS 

Every axiomatic formulation must make explicit its background (i.e., 
the set of all presuppositions of the theory), its basis of primitive concepts 
(i.e., the set of nondefinite concepts that define the derived concepts accord- 
ing to the building rules explicit in the background), its axioms, and its 
conventions. 

There are three kinds of axioms in a theory: formal axioms, physical 
axioms, and semantical axioms. The formal axioms are of a purely mathe- 
matical type and they refer only to conceptual objects. The physical axioms 
represent objective physical laws. The semantical axioms establish the rela- 
tions among signs, physical objects, and properties of physical objects; in 

5It may seem that these definitions are somehow restrictive because they depend on the corres- 
ponding representations. However, it is shown in Jones (1966) that there exists an 
isomorphism between the x and p representations of ,9 ~ and 5 P', whereas the isomorphism 
between the representations of ~ can be deduced from Parseval's theorem. The existence of 
these isomorphisms guarantees independence from any particular representation. 
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this way they characterize the meaning of the primitives and they set the 
reference class of the theory. 

We next give the background of our formulation of nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics for one microsystem (TQM). 

2.1. Formal Background 

P1 Two-valued ordinary logic 
P2 Formal semantics (Bunge-, 1974a, b) 
P3 Mathematical analysis with its presuppositions and generalized 

functions theory (Gel'fand et al., 1964-1968; Jones, 1966). 
P4 Probability theory 
Ps Group theory 

2.2. Material Background 

P6 Chronology 
P7 Euclidean physical geometry (Bunge, 1967a) 
P8 Physical theory of probability (Popper, 1959) 
P9 Dimensional analysis 
P~o Systems theory 
PH Classical electrodynamics 

2.3. Remarks 

By chronology we understand the set of theories of time. We adopt 
here a relational theory for the local time, in which a function is defined 
such that it maps pairs of events related.to a given reference system into 
a segment of the real line (Bunge, 1967a). 

The theory of systems deals with physical systems and the relations 
among them [a physical system is "anything existing in space-time and 
such that it either behaves or is handled as a whole in at least one respect" 
(Bunge, 1967a)]. This theory has been axiomatized by Bunge (1976a), and 
its basis of primitive concepts includes the physical sum or juxtaposition 
(-i-) and the physical product or superposition ( x ). 

Finally, the inclusion of classical electrodynamics will allow, by means 
of the axiom A42 , the study of a microsystem under the influence of an 
external classical field. The removal of Pn  causes the axioms A37, A38, and 
A42 to be meaningless. 

Let us turn again to the generating basis. 
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2.4. Generating Basis 

The conceptual space of the theory is generated by the basis B of 
primitive concepts, where 

B= {Z,X, E3, r,~f~,~,A, G,h} 

The elements of the basis will be semantically interpreted by means of the 
axiomatic basis of the theory, with the help of some conventions. 6 

2.5, Definitions 

DI eiv A =Dr eigenvalue of 

D 3 ~:Df{0ClO0): (c~e(g, with rc~l=l )A(l~bo)e~((  is a fixed 
vector)  } is a ray in YF 

D4 If ]~,) s 5 u c ,Of ~ [0 )  is a representative of 5 u 
Ds If the spectrum of A is continuous 

(~,I A I~;, =Dr f da db (~b ta)(al A [b)(bl~b) 

= f da db O*(a) A~b(~(b) 

(~bl A I~b) =DeZ (q/las)(a,I A Ibj) (by ]~b) = ~ 0,A(i~b 2 
i,,j i , j  

D s q / = D r { ~ 0 o : ( e e ~ ,  with [ c ~ [ = I ) A ( 0  o is a fixed unitary 
operator on J r )}  is a ray operator on H 

D 9 If U e q / ~  0 is a representative of 
D10 If ( [ 0 )  e gt) /x (14") ~ ~)  A (14") = e~~ ~ 10') =Df gauge 

transformed by a gauge transformation of the first kind of [~b) 

2.6. Axiomatic Basis 

TQM is a finite-axiomatizable theory, whose axiomatic basis is (Bunge, 
1974a ) 

42 
~A(rQM) = /~ Ai 

i~1 

where the index i runs over the axioms. 

6We use an informal notation (with the risk of committing language abuses) instead of exact 
logical notation that would obscure the physics of the problem. Some unusual symbols and 
their meaning: ~ ("represents"), ~ ("such that"), ~ ("isomorphic to"). 
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2.7. Axioms 

Group I: Space and Time 

A1 
A2 
A3 
A4 
As 

E 3 ~ tridimensional Euclidean space. 
E 3 ~_ physical space. (SA) 
T -  interval of the real line R. 
T ~  time interval. (SA) 
The relation ~< that orders T means "before to" v "simultaneous 
with". (SA) 

Group II: 

A~ 
A7 

As 

A9 
A~o 

Microsystems and States 

L ~, .~ are nonempty, denumerable sets. 
V a ~ r ,  a denotes a microsystem; in particular, ao denotes 
absence of microsystem. (SA) 
V6 ~ 2,  ff denotes the environment of some system; in particular, 
#o denotes the empty environment, (a ,  6o)  denotes a free 
microsystem, and (ao,  ao)  denotes the vacuum. (SA) 
V(a, 6 > ~ Z x _P, 3-~e ~ ~e = ( 5e, og(, 5 e' ) = rigged Hilbert space. 
There exists a one-to-one correspondence between physical 
states of a ~ X and rays 5us ~f~. (SA) 

Group IlL" Operators and Physical Quantities 

AH 
A12 
A13 
A14 
Als 

A16 

= nonempty family of functions on Z. 
A -= ring of operators on 4 -  
V d  E ~ ,  d designates a property of a 6 Z. (SA) 
( V d e ~ )  A (Vte T) ~ f t e A ~ f t ~ d .  (SA) 
(Hermicity and linearity) 
(Va ~ X)/x (Vt o ~ T~ to is fixed)/x (V.~ E A ~ A ~ d ,  d ~ ~ )  if 

1. A: ~ w ~ J [ ; ~ ,  1r162 1r 1r 
with 21, ,2 E ~. 

2. J + = J  on~Uf. 

(Probability densities) 

.4 la)=a ] a ) ) A  (V ] r  ~ c ~  that corresponds to the state 
of a when it is influenced by 6): 
(r  [a)(a[ r  probability density for the property d when a 
is associated to 6 (i.e., ~2 ( r  da is the probability for 
a to have an d -va lue  in [a l ,  a2]). (SA) 
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A17 (Vo- e Z)/x (V6 ~ _F) the ray 7" corresponding to a state of cr is the 
null ray on the border of the accessible region for the system 
~ -i- 6. 

A~s (Va e s (VA e A )/x (Va ~ eiv J = a) a is the sole value that s~' 
takes on a, given that A ~ ~r (SA) 

A19 h G ~  + 
A2o [hi = L M T - <  

Group IV." Symmetries and Group Structure 

A21 (Unitary operators) 

0-' ~ A ' =  OtJOm d. (SA) 
Az2 V<cr, 60>eZ 'x f '3 / ) (~) ,  unitary ray representation of some 

central nontrivial extension of the universal covering group (7 of 
a Lie group G by a one-dimensional Abelian group on Jr. 

Az3 The Lie algebra N of the group G is generated by 
{/it,/3i,/~,, ]~} c A. 

A24 (Algebra structure) 
The structure of @, Lie algebra of G is 

[];, ]j] : iheo~]~, [],,/s = iheo~Is [],, fij] = ihei;~Pk 

[K,, f i I ]=  ihP;, [K,, 63  = ih 6,j3~I 

E],, f l ]  : 0, [ k , ,  k , ]  = 0, [~ ; ,  b ; ]  = 0, [b ; ,  f l ]  = 0 

[];, ~3 = o, De, ,  S t ]  = o, [~,, ~3 = o, Eft, s  : 0 

where 3) is an element of the Lie algebra of a one-parameter 
subgroup (which is used to extend 6'). 

A2s G is the Galilei group. 
A26 H is the time-translations generator. 
A27 V<o', 6} ~ Z x S ,  e i v / ~ = E  represents the energy value of a when 

it is influenced by 6. (SA) 
Aes /~ is the generator of spatial translations on the Cartesian coor- 

dinate axis X~. 
A29 V<a, 6> ~ X • Z, eiv/~i= P~ represents the i component of the 

linear momentum of o. (SA) 
A3o Ji is the generator of spatial rotations around the Cartesian 

coordinate axis Xi. 
A3~ V<a, 6 > e X x Z ,  e ivJ i= j i  represents the i component of the 

angular momentum of o. (SA) 
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A32 /~i is the generator of pure transformations of Galilei on the axis 
X i . 

A33 37/has a discrete spectrum of real and positive eigenvalues. 
A34 '7'(0", 6 ) e 22 x S, eiv ~r = # represents the mass of a. (SA) 
A35 V(a, 6 )eXxZ, ,  if )(~=D~ (1/#)/~i, then eivJ(:=xi represents 

the i component of the position of a. (SA) 

Group V: 

A36 
A37 
A3s 
A39 
A4o 

A41 

A42 

Gauge Transformations and Electric Charge 

has a discrete spectrum of real eigenvalues. 
is the generator of gauge transformations of the first kind. 

V (a, ~) ~ S x _r, eiv Q - q represents the charge of a. (SA) 
There exists one and only one normalized state with eiv Q = 0, 
named the neutral state. 
There exists one and only one normalizable state, named the 
vacuum, that is invariant under D(G) and under gauge transfor- 
mations of the first kind. 
If ~r~_~, e i v ) Q = # # 0 ,  eiv(~=e, and (Ao, A ) are the com- 
ponents of an electromagnetic quadripotential that represents the 
action of 6 r 6o on ~ 

1 (  e ) 2 he 
P--Ac mc 

where B has the usual meaning that follows from Plo, ~ is 
specified in T~3, and g: is the gyromagnetic factor of the 
microsystem. 

2.8. Remarks 

From the axioms, it can be seen that the algebra 5~ of the symmetry 
group S of ToM for (a, 6 0 ) e Z ' x ~  consists of two ideals: an 
ll-dimensional ideal corresponding to the central extension of the algebra 
of the universal covering group of the Galilei group by a one-dimensional 
Lie algebra, and a one-dimensional Abelian ideal corresponding to the 
U(1) algebra, whose generator is (2. Stated mathematically, S = G | U(1). 

In the case of a•60, the group of symmetries will depend on the 
explicit form of/4, and its algebra will be some subalgebra of 5C 

The theorems will show that the physics is mainly contained in the 
commutation relations given in A24. 
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2.9. Definitions 

Dll Nondegenerate spectrum of an operator 4 9 A  [qt)=a Iq~) (with 
given boundary conditions) where 4 6 A  and l ~ ) 6 q s c  
~'r =Df{a}9(Vaff {a} ~lq~) ~ {1r  I~) -- al~>}) A ({a}-~ 
{1O>}) 

Dlz Component of 10) along [qtk) =or (~ I~P)  =ck 
D13 ( 4 ) = D r  (@1 4 [O) 
D,4 Azi =DfA-- ( x ~ )  
Dis (zlA)Z=of((4 - ( A ) ) 2 )  = ( ~ 2  ( 4 ) 2 )  
D16 [l~bll2 =Dr (@ I ~b) 
DI7 Si h~ =Df 20"i 
O,. L =~f ~,~2jP~ 
D19 Time evolution operator=tx U(t, to)~ (U(t, to) U(t, to) t =] )  A 

(6"(I, t') ~2(t', to) = O(t, to)) ,', (O(to, to )=1)  ,~ (A(t) = O(t, to) ~ 
A(to) /)(t, to)) 

2.10. Theorems 

In this section we give some illustrative theorems that can be deduced 
from the axioms. 

T1 (Probability amplitudes) 
The probability that the property ~/ represented by a non- 
degenerate operator ~i of the composed system a ~- c~ in the state 
5 u takes a value at ~ {a~, ak2} is given by 

P(a~)= ~ lckl 2 
k ~ zlk 

Ak= {kl, k2}, where c~= ( ~ k l ~ )  and I~kl is an eigenvector of 
d. 

Proof See Bunge (1967a, p. 252). 

T 2 Under the same conditions of TI, the average of / i  is 

( A )  = ~  ]ck]2ak 
k 

Proof From P4 and T 1. 

T3 (V(a, 6 ) e Z x ~  e)/x ( V H C H ( t ) ~ / t  is the generator of temporal 
translations) the time evolution operator is 

(;(t, to)= exp { i - ~  (t-to)j 
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Proof. Using A24. 

T4o (Schr6dinger equation) 
If [~ ) ,  = U(t, to) IO ),o e gj is a representative of the state of ere Z" 
when a is influenced by 6 e •, then I r  satisfies 

tcI I~ ),=ih al~t)' 

Proof. From T 3. 

T 5 V(a, 6o>e-Y• H = fi2/2#. 

Proof From Az4 (Hamermesh, 1960). 

T 6 V(a, 6 } e 27 x Z the properties ag, ~ e ~ take definite values at 
the same time if and only if the associated operators A and /~ 
have the same eigenvectors. 

Proof Using D14. 

T 7 The operators A and B of T6 have a common basis of eigenvec- 
tors if and only if they commute. 

Proof Using D 5. 

T 8 (Heisenberg's inequalities) 
(v<a, g> ~Sx_~) A (vie> ~ f )  ^ (v{,i, a, 0} cA~A ~ag, 
/ 3 ~ ,  C~g with {d,  ~, cg} c~ a) if [J, B] : iC=> 

(A/I) 2 (z~J)2 > 1~12/4 

Proof Using D12, DI4 , Schwartz's inequality, and the definition 
P=,iB+BA. 

Corollary. If [J(,,/3j] =hao , (  then 

AX, Aft, >1 h/2 

T9 (Heisenberg's equation) 
(V(a, ~> ~S•  A (V~A ~/~ ~ ' ,  ~' s ~): 

M _ i E/Tr, .,i] 
dt h 

Proof From D18 and T 3. 

Corollary. If [/1, A] = 0 => A represents a constant of motion. 
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Tio (V(a, 6 ) e Z x Z ) / ,  (V[~) ~ ) / x  (VA~ASA_~d with s u r  A 

(V/t, A] = i(~): 

h 

with V A = AA/Id( A }/dtl. 

Proof From D12 , T8, and T 9. 

Tn If Ji is the spatial rotations generator around the axis x i ~  
EJ 2, J,] = 0. 

Proof Using A24. 

T~2 If IJ~ m) is an eigenstate of j2 and J3, then 

j2 ]j, m)  = h2j(j + 1)I j, m)  

)3 [L m)  =hm ]j, m)  

with - j  ~< m ~< j half-integer. 

Proof From A24 and Tn, using J+ = Jl + i J2. 

T13 (Spin) 
If j =  1/2 ~ 3 =  (.71, J2, J3)= (h/2)~,. with ~= (d~, #2, #3), and 

a l = ( ~  10), az=(O i o i ) ,  o"3=(10 0 1 )  

Proof From D s and TI2, using J+. 

T14 (V(6, 6)  E ~v" x ~v'), J = L + g .  

Proof From 916 , 017 , and A24. 

T15 (Superselection rules) 
(V(a, # ) e  Z" x e),  ~ decomposes into mutually orthogonal sub- 
spaces whose vectors arc eigenvectors of ~r. The same is valid for 
the charge operator (~. 

Proof From A24 and A36. 

2.11. Remarks 

The theorem T5 gives the form of/-) for a free microsystem; its expres- 
sion is deduced from the symmetry group (i.e., the Galilei group). The 
time-translations generator H characterizes the Schr6dinger equation (T4), 
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which in turn enables us to calculate the vectors corresponding to the 
physical states of the system. It is clear then that the fundamental physical 
features of the theory are contained in A24. 

The theorem Tlo should not be taken as the so-called fourth Heisen- 
berg inequality, AEzlt>~h/2, which is meaningless in our formulation. In 
fact, since t is a parameter and not an operator, this latter relation is not 
a logical consequence of Ts. In the expression given in T~0 only the charac- 
teristic time of the statistical evolution of the operator A (i.e., ~ )  appears. 

The superselection rule (Tls) for the mass operator 37/implies the con- 
servation 0f the microsystem mass in the processes that can be described 
within our axiomatic frame (i.e., those nonrelativistic processes that reduce 
to a problem involving a microsystem and its environment). This restric- 
tion also holds in Galilean quantum field theories: it forbids certain reac- 
tions in which annihilation and creation of particles occur (L~vy-Leblond, 
1967). Note that the superselection rule for the mass is a direct conse- 
quence of the imposition of physical representations to the Galilei group. 
In contrast, the corresponding rule for the charge must be presented in a 
separate axiom. 

3. SEMANTICAL ASPECTS 

The semantical structure of the theory is determined by the semantical 
rules expressed in the axioms (SA). This set of axioms fixes the factual 
interpretation of the mathematical formalism, giving the theory a physical 
status. 

The semantical axioms are of two kinds: denotation rules (like A 7 or 
As) that relate symbols and referents in a conventional way, and represen- 
tation rules (like AI4 or A21 ) that set correspondences between functions 
(or other conceptual objects) and properties of referents. These last rules 
are not conventional. Moreover, they are hypotheses that can be empiri- 
cally and theoretically contrasted (Bunge, 1974a). This fact permits the dis- 
cussion of the foundations of the theory, giving to the variety of presented 
hypotheses a variety of rival interpretations. However, in most of the inter- 
pretations the semantical axioms are not clearly identified from the rest of 
the axioms. This facilitates the propagation of interpretation mistakes. 

A semantical axiom that usually appears in the standard formulation 
of the theory is the so-called yon Neumann projection postulate: 

If the measurement of a physical observable ~4 (with associated 
operator A) on a quantum system in the state I~') gives a real value an, 
then, immediately after the measure, the system evolves from the state In), 
where A In) =an In). 
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This postulate interprets the collapse of the wave function as a conse- 
quence of the act of measuring the property ~4. In our formulation of TQM 
this postulate plays no role. Moreover, it is in contradiction with the rest 
of the axiomatic core: neither the observer nor the measuring apparatus is 
present in the background or the generating basis. As a consequence, none 
of the legitimate statements in the theory can refer to them. Our formula- 
tion is objective, realistic, and literal. The microsystem-apparatus interac- 
tion must be studied by the quantum theory of measurement, and there are 
reasons (Cini, 1983) to think that also in this theory the postulate in ques- 
tion can be eliminated. 

If TQM does not say anything about observers and measurements, 
which is the kind of entities whose existence is presupposed by it? To ask 
this is to ask for the ontology of the theory. Vaguely, the ontology is the 
answer given by a theory to the question, "What is there?" More precisely, 
we understand the ontology in the following restricted sense: the ontology 
of the theory is the factual restriction of the set formed by the union of the 
domains of all the variables related to logical quantifiers that appear in the 
axiomatic basis of the theory (by factual restriction we understand a 
restriction of the domain to the subset formed by all the nonconceptual 
elements). 7 In the axioms, we quantify on the elements of the generating 
basis or on conceptual objects generated by it. All the nonconceptual 
objects of ~A belong to 2;" u ~. That is why we identify this set with the 
ontology of TQM. In our restricted sense, the ontology coincides with the 
reference class of the theory (Bunge, 1974a): 

42 

R (rQM)= U 
i - - I  

ToM refers then only to microsystems and their physical environments. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented in this work an axiomatization of nonrelativistic 
quantum mechanics which displays without ambiguity the logical structure 
of the theory in such a way that any proposition is either a postulate or a 
logical consequence of the postulates. In this form, there is no place for 
statements unrelated to the primitive concepts of the generating basis. In 
addition, the semantical structure of the theory has been made totally 
explicit. This avoids possible mistakes in the assignment of meaning to the 

7In a strict sense, it should be understood that an X-logy is a theory of X, for all X, and not 
just a set. However, Quine and others use this word in a different sense, related to the set 
of entities accepted by the theory. A more precise definition of the latter is given here. 
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different symbols.  These aspects, joined with the formal  advantages  men-  
t ioned in the introduct ion,  enable us to build an axiomat ic  picture of Q M  
with a realistic and objective interpretat ion.  

It  is widely known that  in the subjective interpretat ions of Q M  the 
state vector  gives a complete  character izat ion of only one microsystem. On  
the other hand,  in the realistic statistical in terpre ta t ion the state vector  
describes an ensemble of microsystems.  In  the in terpre ta t ion of the 
axiomat ic  basis here presented, a ray in a Hi lber t  space characterizes a 
single microsys tem in a realistic (nonsubjectivistic) way. 

The  formal  s tructure developed in the present  article is useful for 
s tudying a single microsys tem with spin, with or wi thout  an external elec- 
t romagnet ic  field, and every p rob lem that  can be reduced to a one-body  
p rob lem (e.g., hydrogenl ike atoms).  This l imitat ion will be removed  in a 
future paper,  which will generalize the axiomat ic  f rame in such a way that  
it will encompass  the case of a microsys tem with an arbi t rary  number  of 
components .  Par t icular  a t tent ion will be paid  to the symmetr iza t ion  
postulate  and the E P R  paradox.  
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